Investigation of dose reduction in neonatal radiography using specially designed phantoms and LiF:Mg,Cu,P TLDs.
Many departments still do not use recommended radiographic parameters to X-ray neonates. Direct, accurate dose measurements of individual examinations may assist a department in justifying technique modifications that provide a substantial dose reduction without a significant loss of image quality. The aim of this study was to investigate dose reduction techniques for neonates in the intensive care unit. Alterations in beam energy (kVp and filtration) and collimation were investigated using specially designed phantoms mimicking a 700 g and 2000 g neonate, and ultrasensitive LiF:Mg,Cu,P thermoluminescence dosimeters (TLDs). Differences in entrance surface dose (ESD) and dose at depth (3 cm or 5 cm) were compared for two, overlapping fields centred individually on the chest and abdomen (Technique 1) and one large chest-abdomen field (Technique 2 or babygram). The large phantom was irradiated at 54 kVp, 60 kVp and 70 kVp without additional filtration and at 66 kVp and 70 kVp with a rare-earth hafnium filter. Focus-film distance (FFD) and mAs were adjusted to maintain optical density (OD) on each radiograph. The baseline dose at 54 kVp and 100 cm FFD was (46+/-2) micro Gy. Increasing the tube potential from 54 kVp to 70 kVp without additional filtration reduced the ESD by 27%. However, the addition of a 0.05 mm hafnium filter at 66 kVp further reduced the radiation dose by 13%, to produce an ESD of (28+/-2) micro Gy. All contrast details were observable at 66 kVp with hafnium filtration. Technique 1 may lead to an increase in effective dose due to field overlap, which diverges at depth, and increased scatter at the periphery of the fields.